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Abstract. In this paper we present the annotation of COMPARA, 
currently the largest parallel corpora which includes Portuguese. We 
describe the motivation, give a glimpse of the results so far, and the way 
the corpus is being annotated, as well as mention some studies based on it.  
1 Introduction 
COMPARA (www.linguateca.pt/COMPARA/) is a large parallel corpus based 
on a collection of Portuguese-English and English-Portuguese fiction texts and 
translations, which has been developed and post-edited (or revised) ever since 
1999 [1]. COMPARA has been designed with a view to be an aid in language 
learning, translation training, contrastive and monolingual linguistic research and 
language engineering. 
In this paper, we present for the first time the syntactical annotation of 
COMPARA and its intellectual revision (or post-edition), after its automatic 
annotation with PALAVRAS [2] of Eckhard Bick and a post-processing similar 
to the one used by the AC/DC project [3].  
We suggest how this work can be used to measure [4] both PoS annotation 
entropy and/or  perplexity of the Portuguese language, and the amount of work 
involved in automatic annotation and its intellectual revision. We also mention 
other kinds of studies or applications that could profit from this annotation. 
2 Motivation 
As of today, COMPARA offers a lot of functionalities that we believe are 
original and useful, namely (a) kinds of search (according to alignment type, for 
translator’s notes, reordered units, foreign words and expressions, etc.); (b) kinds 
of output provided (concordances, several kinds of distribution, parallel 
snapshot, etc.); and (c) kinds of subcorpus selection (language variety, individual 
texts, dates). A full description of the DISPARA system is provided in [5].  
However, one of the most sought after options – well known from both the 
BNC [6] for English and the AC/DC for Portuguese – was the possibility to 
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make queries also based on part of speech, lemma, morphological and syntactical 
information.  
After working since November 2004 in annotating COMPARA, and with a set 
of precise guidelines  [7] in place, albeit still under development, we can now 
announce that (the majority) of the Portuguese side of COMPARA contains 
(revised) PoS, lemma, and morphological information, and that annotation of the 
English side, using the CLAWS tagger [8], is planned to start soon. 
Let us present some examples of new search functionalities, to give some 
flavour of what is now possible: for forms ambiguous between grammatical 
categories, it is possible to (1) ask for their part of speech distribution, or (2) 
select (bilingual) concordances only of one grammatical interpretation. One can 
(3) get all forms of a given verb occurring in COMPARA by just selecting its 
lemma, as well as (4) obtain the distribution of forms or lemmas in a particular 
tense or in a particular syntactical or translational context. [9] presents 
contrastive examples where different syntactic realizations are relevant. 
3 Kinds of studies allowed by annotated COMPARA 
Already in 1993 the first quantitative studies about PoS ambiguity in Portuguese 
were published by Medeiros et al. [10] and work in that direction has continued, 
under different projects, reported in [11], [12] and [13]. Actual data related to 
annotation of COMPARA can be found in [4]. 
There are several ways to define (part-of-speech, or morphological) 
ambiguity: in the lexicon, out of context (as was done in [10-12] using the 
knowledge embedded in morphological analysers), providing therefore a 
measure of the work required by a parser; or in running text (in a large enough 
corpus), where one only considers as ambiguous forms which happen to have 
more than one interpretation in the corpus [4]. Obviously, these two kinds of 
measures provide superior and inferior limits to the ambiguity in practice. 
Another kind of studies that COMPARA now allows is quantitative studies of 
translation patterns [14], until now difficult and time consuming, since they 
required manual selection and annotation. 
Finally, we believe COMPARA to be large enough to furnish evaluation 
material for several NLP tasks such as word or sentence alignment, word sense 
disambiguation and even machine translation. 
4 Workflow and comparison with Floresta Sintá(c)tica 
In order to have the corpus return reliable information, it is necessary to check 
the output of automatic systems that attempt to do the complex job of assigning 
in context the right syntactical information to texts in natural language.  
There are, however, many ways to perform such revision task, so it is 
interesting to document the way we are working, contrasting it with another 
project also concerned with human annotation of text in Portuguese, Floresta 
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Sintáctica [15,16]. Basically, we can say that the annotation of Floresta has 
proceeded in a depth-first way, with every syntactic detail checked and 
eventually corrected starting from the first sentence in the corpus, while the 
annotation of COMPARA took a breadth-first approach, starting with PoS 
annotation and proceeding from the most frequent to the least frequent items. 
These choices were of course motivated by the different intended user models 
of the two corpora: people interested in Portuguese syntax and/or quantitative 
studies or training of parsers for Floresta, while a much broader range of users 
for COMPARA, probably interested in (contrastive) lexical studies as well.  
A list of all forms (or lemmata) was created per major part of speech and one 
proceeds by revising all contexts in which these words occur (starting from the 
top of the list, the most frequent first). This results also in a very different 
documentation activity: while for Floresta every piece of information present has 
to be documented, and note that constructions which [a]re individually very rare 
[a]re collectively quite common [17], in COMPARA we were instead concerned 
with other kinds of information such as guidelines about how to decide on a 
particular PoS in context, which, as far as we know, have never been published 
for Portuguese before. Grammars tend to describe phenomena with clearcut 
cases, while heuristic rules, such as the following, document how decisions were 
taken in a particular annotation task. 
When one form can be both nominal and adjectival, choose noun: 
- when it functions as a vocative: 
PPEQ2(741): E disse-me ele: «Que quer você, amigo? 
- when it refers to a profession or activity: 
PBMA3(555): -- No tempo em que eu era administrador.... 
When one form can be both verbal and adjectival, choose adjectival: 
- when senses are different: 
EBDL3T1(773): Mentiroso extraordinariamente convincente, o Boon: 
mesmo após anos de convívio chegado conseguia levar-nos, ... 
- when it is modified by an adverb: 
EBDL1T1(1350): Ela adormeceu com um ar bastante satisfeito. 
Also, the Floresta team has primarily dealt with syntactic vagueness or 
ambiguity (involving more than one token), while in COMPARA we have 
exclusively dealt with PoS vagueness or ambiguity [18]. 
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